Press Release
Test Universe 4.20
Improved Power modules and integration of ADMO light
The newest version of Test Universe 4.20, OMICRON’s solution for advanced
settings-based protection testing, offers improved ease of use of the Power modules
and the ribbon menu. Further customer requirements have been implemented and,
with the integration of ADMO light, users can use the full functionality of ADMO in
managing up to 50 assets.
Working with ramps in the Advanced Power module
The Advanced Power module’s input options for entering criteria for automatic ramp
assessment have been extended and simplified. Additionally, the power view now
displays the trip during ramping. The ribbon in all Distance and Power modules
dynamically displays additional commands, providing a closer link between the
different areas of the modules and improving usability.
Permanent ADMO light license
The “light” version provides the full ADMO standalone functionality, but for a limited
number of assets. The intelligent data management software allows for central
planning and management of all engineering, testing and maintenance activities. In
addition to the 50 assets, the permanent license also covers the management of an
unlimited number of test sets.
Available from July 2020.
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Company profile
OMICRON is an international company providing innovative testing and diagnostic solutions for
electrical power supply systems. The use of OMICRON products offers the greatest reliability in
evaluating the status of primary and secondary technical equipment. Comprehensive services in
the areas of consulting, commissioning, testing, diagnostics, and training are an integral part of
OMICRON's service offering.
Customers in over 160 countries benefit from the company's ability to supply cutting-edge
products of outstanding quality. Service centers on every continent also provide a broad range of
application knowledge/expertise and first-class customer support.
All of this, coupled with a powerful network of sales partners, has helped OMICRON establish
itself as a market leader in the field of electrical power engineering.
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